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2017 – A year of renewal for FRANKIA!
 
As a long-established company, we have been developing and building recreational vehicles in 
Marktschorgast in the heart of Upper Franconia since 1960. Since our inception, our name has 
been synonymous with premium technological motorhomes with countless options for custom 
solutions. In 2017 as well, our technical expertise and innovative drive enables us to present a 
completely modernised line of FRANKIA products: our entirely new and reworked design is based 
on either a Fiat/AL-KO or a Mercedes-Benz chassis.
 
But our passion never changes: we still build our motorhomes in line with the highest quality 
requirements, placing great value on flexibility and personal service. In this way, we will continue 
to provide outstanding comfort and innovative solutions now and in the future.
 
The entire FRANKIA team and I are extremely proud to present our 2017 collection! We hope 
you enjoy reading this catalogue and wish you happy travelling, wherever your journey takes you!

Marie-Danièle Padiou
Managing Director FRANKIA-GP GmbH
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INNOVATIVE BY TRADITION

1960

1990

2008

2017

1992

2010 New press for sandwich elements
FRANKIA invests in a new continuous press, 

twelve metres long and weighing 66 tonnes, 

used to manufacture high-quality sandwich 

elements for side walls. 

The dawn of a new era
‘Glamping’ has arrived at FRANKIA: 

Fantastic new, elegant interior features 

such as the modern spa bathroom!

Founded
Gustav Groß founds the company in 

Marktschorgast in 1960.

FRANKIA still remains loyal to this site.

Construction of the new factory
A new factory is built in

Bernecker Straße in Markschorgast. 

It remains the headquarters of 

FRANKIA to the present day.

New owner
Pilote purchases a controlling interest

in May 1990. Marktschorgast is retained 

as the production site.

Further expansion 
The new customer service centre and 

purpose-built production hall in 

Marktschorgast commence operations.
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THE MOTORHOME WORKSHOP

FRANKIA

FRANKIA combines modern computer-controlled manufacturing with traditional craftsman-

ship. All tasks from carpentry to motorhome construction and upholstery are performed at our 

manufacturing workshop in Upper Franconia. Our employees put all their passion and crafts-

manship into every single motorhome.

Customers and other interested parties are welcome to come and see this precision work at 

first hand during a workshop tour: Visit Marktschorgast and see for yourself how a motorhome 

– perhaps even your motorhome – is created from countless individual components. Dates of 

workshop tours are listed on the FRANKIA.de homepage under the menu item “News”.

Latest dates for 
FRANKIA workshop tours
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WHERE YOUR FRANKIA
COMES TO LIFE

State-of-the-art CNC machines cut the robust side walls of motorhomes to size with millimetre precision. Initial ideas are turned into fantastic solutions.

The design department develops and continuously improves innovative solutions.

State-of-the-art technology is used to produce custom 
body shells.

The FRANKIA motorhome workshop has epitomised perfect craftsmanship and innovative production methods since its 

inception 55 years ago. Our demand for expert craftsmanship is rigorous from the first sketched lines of a design to the 

final attachment of the FRANKIA emblem on the radiator grille.

 

Many critical production steps are still performed by hand in Marktschorgast. 

Every employee contributes significantly to the creation of high-quality products worthy of the label “Made in Germany”.
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In the assembly process, we rely on the eyes, hands and, most importantly, the hearts of our employees to achieve 
unparalleled precision.

Fine craftsmanship in our in-house upholstery.

"Every day in the FRANKIA carpentry workshops, 

we put all our skill and passion into building 

your dream motorhome, whether we are making 

standard RVs or custom products."

Peter Strobel, Carpentry Workshop Manager FRANKIA carpenters produce separate elements for kitchens or living areas in the furniture construction workshop.
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Just a few finishing touches and your FRANKIA motorhome is ready for delivery. Precision assembly of the separate furniture components. The FRANKIA motorhome workshop – Made in Germany.

The side walls, rear wall and roof are mounted once the interior is fully assembled.
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DEDICATED TO THE EXTRAORDINARY

The unique central supply system and 

practical exterior flap for removing the toilet 

cassette are easily accessible from outside. 

In many models, the heated rear garage 

has a standard interior height of around 

1.24 metres. Perfect for transporting 

bicycles, e-bikes or motor scooters.

M-Line, F-Line or Selection: At FRANKIA, 

our main focus is usability – so every 

gas tank box is designed with a flat 

base for easy loading.

Large garage door for easy 

loading and unloading of the 

rear garage – depending on the 

floor plan.

Ceramic toilet is a standard feature 

of all M-Line and F-Line.

Body door with triple locks

and remote-control

central locking.

Outstanding double floor design for added 

storage space. The heated system protects 

all supply lines and plumbing from frost.

Fresh-water and waste-water tanks in the 

double floor make the living area even more 

spacious and ensure protection against frost.

The AL-KO low-frame chassis is a standard feature of all FRANKIA 

F-Line and Selection models. It ensures a low centre of gravity, good 

handling and a high load capacity.

Walk-on, hail-resistant roof for easy 

cleaning of your FRANKIA motorhome.

S. 100

S. 100

S. 103 S. 105 S. 105 S. 109

S. 75

FRANKIA’s innovative wall and floor structure has a name: 

Thermo Guard. It is a completely wood-free structure that 

ensures maximum stability and a perfect interior climate.

S. 104

BENEFITS OF A FRANKIA MOTORHOME

S. 99
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MODERN EXTERIOR DESIGN
The new models feature a complete redesign of the previous exterior. FRANKIA now presents itself in bold, 

unmistakeable livery with an elegant, sharply accentuated look. This distinctive design further underlines the

powerful form of the motorhomes – especially thanks to the black radiator grille. You will find further information on standard equipment and optional extras in this catalogue starting on page 72.

 Fibre-reinforced plastic body shell

 GEL battery

 Dimmable lighting

 Central locking for body door and driver’s door

 Fly-screen door

 Selection of eight appealing interior designs

 Illuminated storage space

 Truma 6 heating

 Full length, heated double floor

 Includes all features from the Selection

    equipment package

 Manual rear supports

 Central supply system

 Ceramic toilet

 Double toilet cassette

 TecTower (160-L fridge with gas oven)

 Includes all features from the Exclusiv equipment          

    package

 ALDE hot-water heating system

 Electric shade blind for A-Class

 Second GEL battery and additional charger

SELECTION

EXCLUSIV

LUXURY

FRANKIA white Grey Line (option) Silverline (option)

The standard equipment package

for lightweight motorhomes.

As standard in the following series:

F-Line: 640, 680, 740

M-Line: 7400

As standard in the following series:

F-Line: 790, 840

M-Line: 7900, 8400

FRANKIA EQUIPMENT PACKAGES
THE RIGHT MODEL FOR EVERYONE
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Illustration is only an example. Actual model designs may vary.

FOR THOSE WHO WANT MORE

M-LINE

M-Line FRANKIA motorhome models leave nothing to be desired in the way of bespoke luxury.

Look forward to an extensive range of standard equipment with easy-to-use automatic climate 

control and cruise control to ease the strain of long journeys. The models are equipped with 

powerful drives and a choice of engine powers up to 190 HP – even in models with 7-speed 

automatic gearboxes. The impressive M-Line motorhomes can handle a permissible total weight 

of over five tonnes.

It is almost impossible to describe all the advantages of M-Line motorhomes in words, so sim-

ply feast your eyes on the elegance of this A-Class motorhome. FRANKIA M-Line Built for those 

who want more.
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7400 7900

I 7400 PLUS I 7900 GD

  7.6 m   5.0 t / 5.3 t   4   2/4   8.0 m   5.0 t / 5.3 t   4/5   2/3/4/5 

I 7900 QD

  8.0 m   5.0 t / 5.3 t   4/5   2/3/4/5 

8400

I 8400 GD

  8.5 m   5.0 t / 5.3 t   4/6   2/4/5 

I 8400 QD

  8.5 m   5.0 t / 5.3 t   4/6   2/4/5 

P. 28

Key Length of motorhome Sleeping berths
Permissible total weight 
when loaded

Seats with
seatbelts

Standard/
optional

P. 26

M-LINE FLOOR PLANS
A-CLASS
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Illustration is only an example. Actual model designs may vary.

TRAVELLING COULD HARDLY BE MORE PLEASANT

LUXURIOUS SPACIOUSNESS
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  7.6 m    5.0 t / 5.3 t   4   2/4

I 7400 PLUS IMPRESSIONS
LUXURIOUS FLOOR PLAN 

WITH REAR ROUND

SEATING GROUP

Elegant, modern kitchen area with practical details.
Variable bathroom design with ample storage space in the 
entire range.

Spacious drop-down bed for a good night's sleep.The perhaps largest round seating group in its class: seats up to six.
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  8.5 m    5.0 t / 5.3 t   4/6   2/4/5

I 8400 QD IMPRESSIONS Convenient cooking in the large MaxiFlex L-shaped kitchen. Spacious bathroom with a love of detail.

The generous queen-size bed lets you sleep as comfortably as if you were at home.The I 8400 QD living area meets the highest demands.

THE MOST SPACIOUS

IN ITS CLASS
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Illustration is only an example. Actual model designs may vary.

F-Line motor homes from our workshop are both versatile and attractive based on many 

years of experience. This product line can be constructed in any configuration, whether A-Class, 

Low-Profile or Coachbuilt.

 

F-Line models also have the advantage of extra storage space: The light weight of the AL-KO low 

frame allows each motor home to be equipped with heated double flooring, the development 

of which can be attributed to FRANKIA as one of the first manufacturers to be setting high 

standards for more than two decades and whose benefits can be seen multi-fold in every day 

usage. Depending on the floor layout, it is even possible to effortlessly store long objects, such 

as skis, in the vehicle for example.

Well-conceived and hugely variable use of space combined with dynamic handling and a 

permissible total weight of up to five tonnes make the F-Line an ideal travel companion. One 

thing is certain: You will have unlimited comfort wherever you go in these FRANKIA models!

MIRACULOUSLY VERSATILE AND SPACIOUS

F-LINE
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640 740

I 640 SD I 740 BD

  6.5 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/4   2/4/5   7.5 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4/5   2/4/5 

I 740 GD

  7.5 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4/5   2/3/4 

I 740 QD

  7.6 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4   2/3/4 

I 740 FD

  7.5 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4/5   2/4/5 

I 740 PLUS

  7.5 m   4.5 t   4   2/4 

680

I 680 BD

  7.1 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   4/5   2/4/5 

I 680 GD

  7.3 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   4   2/3/4

I 680 ED-G

  7.1 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   3/4   2/4/5 

790 840

I 790 GD I 840 GD

  7.9 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4/5   2/3/4/5   8.4 m   5.0 t   4/6   2/4/5 

I 790 QD I 840 QD

  7.9 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4/5   2/3/4/5   8.4 m   5.0 t   4/6   2/4/5 

 

I 840 FD

  8.4 m   5.0 t   4/5   2/4/5 

I 840 TD

  8.4 m   5.0 t   4/5   2/4/5 

I 840 PLUS

  8.4 m   5.0 t   4   2/3 

P. 38

P. 40

P. 42

P. 44

F-LINE FLOOR PLANS
A-CLASS

Key Length of motorhome Sleeping berths
Permissible total weight 
when loaded

Seats with
seatbelts

Standard/
optional
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740

T 740 GD

  7.5 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   2   2/3/4

680 840

A 680 PLUS A 840 PLUS

  7.1 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   4   2/4   8.4 m   5.0 t   4   2/3 

740

A 740 PLUS

  7.5 m   4.5 t   4   2/4

P. 46

F-LINE FLOOR PLANS F-LINE FLOOR PLANS
LOW-PROFILE COACHBUILT

Key Length of motorhome Sleeping berths
Permissible total weight 
when loaded

Seats with
seatbelts

Standard/
optional
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Illustration is only an example. Actual model designs may vary.

FLOOR PLANS TO SUIT EVERY TASTE

CUSTOMISED DREAM HOLIDAYS
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  6.5 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/4   2/4/5

I 640 SD IMPRESSIONS Amazingly spacious kitchen area. Generous rear bathroom with separate shower.

In the lap of luxury: The optional Duo drop-down bed integrated in the cab gives you a generous sleeping area.The I 640 SD has certainly earned its reputation as miraculously spacious (also within the double floor) with its gigantic seating group 
and huge amounts of storage space.

UNIQUELY SPACIOUS 

AND ONLY 6.5 METRES LONG
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  7.1 m   3.85 t / 4.5 t   4/5   2/4/5

I 680 BD IMPRESSIONS Well-planned interior for more enjoyable cooking.
Variable walls make the spacious bathroom
extremely flexible.

The comfortable rear transverse bed is 2.08 metres long to a great night's sleep, even for large campers.The I 680 BD sleeps up to four as standard. 

THE IDEAL FLOOR PLAN

FOR FAMILIES
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  7.5 m   4.5 t / 5.0 t   4/5   2/3/4

I 740 GD IMPRESSIONS A kitchen – well-planned to the tiniest detail. Wonderful feel-good atmosphere in the bathroom.

The model is equipped with combinable single beds for outstanding versatility.The I 740 GD features a generous seating group and optimum room layout, which make it one of FRANKIA's most popular floor plans.

FRANKIA'S BEST-SELLER
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  8.4 m   5.0 t   4/6   2/4/5

I 840 GD IMPRESSIONS Spacious pull-out pantry – this kitchen makes cooking enjoyable! Spa bathroom with maximum space to move around.

The bedroom at the rear of the motorhome can be partitioned to suit your wishes and requirements.Exclusively furnished living area for travelling with a feel-good factor.

SPACIOUS AND WITH 

AMPLE STORAGE
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  7.5 m   4.5 t   4   2/4

A 740 PLUS IMPRESSIONS
MaxiFlex kitchen: Storage space and functionality combined 
with an elegant finish. Ambient lighting turns the shower into a true spa oasis.

Sleep directly under the stars: with convenient access stairs and large skylight above 
the coachbuilt beds.

The PLUS floor plan features generously sized windows and an open, airy feeling that make every journey into a homely dream holiday.

LIGHT-FLOODED FLOOR PLAN

WITH A TOUCH OF LUXURY
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Illustration is only an example. Actual model designs may vary.

FRANKIA SELECTION

Selection – FRANKIA light: With its innovative lightweight construction, this line provides full 

FRANKIA luxury that starts at just three and a half tonnes total weight. Even the smallest models 

are fitted with top-class equipment packages.

They feature full-width storage in the double floor, dimmable lighting and central locking for body 

door and driver's door: FRANKIA's Selection models provide unique comfort as standard! You do 

not have to sacrifice anything – except unnecessary weight.

THE ENTRY-LEVEL FRANKIA MOTORHOME
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65 72

I 65 SD I 72 GD

  6.5 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/4   2/4   7.3 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/4   2/4

I 72 QD

  7.3 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/4   2/4

69 72

T 69 FF2 T 72 GD

  7.0 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4,5 t   2   2   7.2 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2   2/4

T 72 QD

  7.2 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2   2/4

T 72 FD

  7.2 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/3   2/4

P. 54

P. 56

SELECTION FLOOR PLANS SELECTION FLOOR PLANS
A-CLASS LOW-PROFILE

Key Length of motorhome Sleeping berths
Permissible total weight 
when loaded

Seats with
seatbelts

Standard/
optional
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CAREFREE TRAVEL
FULL COMFORT AT A LOW WEIGHT

Illustration is only an example. Actual model designs may vary.
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  7.2 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2/4   2/4

I 72 QD IMPRESSIONS Enjoy the roomy interior and flexible kitchen work surfaces. The new arched door significantly enlarges the bathroom.

The luxurious option of sleeping in a queen-size bed is now also available for Selection models. Large L-shaped seating group for an exquisite ambience. A huge amount of storage space is created by the configuration in the front 
area included as standard in most of the Selection models. Perfect for travelling couples!

THE FIRST QUEEN-SIZE BED

IN A LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL

BY FRANKIA
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  7.0 m   3.5 t / 3.85 t / 4.5 t   2   2

T 69 FF2 IMPRESSIONS Compact kitchen area with ample storage space. Compact spa bathroom thanks to the lift-up sink.

The large round seating group can be easily converted into two single beds or one large double bed in just a few
simple steps. An unique FRANKIA solution.

This model is equipped with a large rear garage as standard. This provides an additional, practical storage area of a significant size.

MIRACULOUSLY SPACIOUS

WITH MULTIFUNCTIONAL

ROUND SEATING GROUP
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INTERIOR DESIGN
MODERN INDIVIDUALITY

Fascinating, elegant, high-quality and classically appealing: FRANKIA drew its inspiration for 

the completely reworked interior design from the world of gemstones. High-quality upholstery 

and decorative fabrics are perfectly colour-coordinated and harmoniously combined with 

elegant surfaces. This has produced eight unique colour schemes that are as varied as they are 

beautiful.

Choose between the shimmering splendour of these harmonious interiors: for instance an 

interior in the Citrine colour scheme or the timeless beauty of the Diamond colour scheme. 

Naturally, you have the option of designing your personal interior entirely to suit your taste.

"At FRANKIA, we place great importance on producing the highest quality, 

from the various fabrics to the last seam. All 

upholstery, every curtain and every cushion 

is unique and lovingly hand-made"

Andrea Gras, tailor
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RED CHALCEDONY HAEMATITE
In ancient Greece, Red Chalcedony was associated with the returning sun and was 

one of the most valuable gemstones. The FRANKIA Red Chalcedony colour scheme is an 

atmospheric colour combination that exudes an unbridled zest for life.

Haematite is a water stone. It is therefore associated with the qualities vitality, freshness, 

vibrancy and endurance. This colour scheme will also lend your FRANKIA motorhome a classic 

elegance.
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FIRE OPAL MOSS AGATE
The intense deep red colour of the Fire Opal conveys a warm, natural ambience and is the 

essence of unbridled zest for life. The pale upholstery and subtle red accents of this colour 

scheme create a bright, cheerful and cosy atmosphere.

The matte green colour of this gemstone is unmistakeable and is reminiscent of the mossy 

green floors of ancient forests. The Moss Agate colour scheme is as calm and natural as a 

buried clearing deep in the woods. A sense of relaxation and well-being is inevitable.
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DIAMOND AQUAMARINE
Diamonds are coveted around the world for their brilliance and sparkle. The unique way they 

reflect the light holds our undivided attention and makes them the most popular and valuable 

gemstone. We have captured this classic beauty in our colour scheme.

The characteristic blue of Aquamarine has always been associated with the sea. This radiant 

colour makes it one of the most popular and timeless gemstones. Its fresh clarity is reflected in 

this eponymous colour scheme.
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PYRITE CITRINE
The metallic, golden gleam of pyrite has earned it the common name of fools' gold. In days 

gone by, pyrite was used to strike fire. It creates sparks when glancing off a hard object. 

The timeless Pyrite colour scheme reflects these sparkling hues.

Citrine is named after the French word for lemon, "citron", which accounts for its lemon- 

yellow colour. This transparent, fresh yellow gemstone was our inspiration for the unusual 

and zesty Citrine colour scheme.
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Böden

Mikrofaser-Stoffe

Teppich (optional)

CUSTOM INTERIOR DESIGN
At FRANKIA, individuality is a priority. As usual, you can compose your own colour scheme 

to suit your personal vision and taste. The following pages present our large range of choice 

fabrics, leather and high-quality surfaces.

Oak / white Noce / bianco Concrete

beige / brownbeige

pale beige

dark grey

nougat chocolate

grey

white

grey

ivory

Sand Mineral

blue / grey

Wood / surface Work surface
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pinkorange light browngrey patterned

light green petrol

beige wavy opal wavy

light brown 
patterned

beige patterned

sugar

jungle

beige

shark

moss

parakeet

arena

torro

cognac

charcoal

tobacco

steel blue

santos

ruby

amber

lava

lama

black

white

opal

pony

aluminium

brazil

blackberry

trinidad

chocolate

terracotta

lime

mocha

snow

lipstick

sand

moors grey

brandy

cobalt

Leather (upholstery | cushions)

green patterned

grey mottled

red mottled blue mottledyellow patterned

terracotta

beigelight brown

Decorative and upholstery fabrics

Decorative fabrics (cushions | curtains)

terracotta/beige 
stripe

green patternedwhite orange 
patterned
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Niedrige Auflösung!

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (depending on the floor plan)

Shower cubicle with ambient lighting.

High-quality, pull-out kitchen taps. Elegant bathroom taps.

Wardrobes with interior lighting. Unique, generous wardrobe solutions 
under the beds in the GD floor plans.

Exclusive glass cabinet containing FRANKIA wine glasses to enjoy the perfect vintage on 
holiday. (depending on the floor plan)

Every FRANKIA motorhome is fitted with 
handy USB sockets.

Dimmable LED lighting. 

Four speakers for great audio.

Intuitive CP Plus control for TRUMA devic-
es.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT (depending on the floor plan)

Interior service cover for easy cleaning of 
fresh-water and waste-water tanks.

Huge rear door for easy loading and un-
loading of the garage.

Huge shoe compartment in the
double floor.

Lashing rail for safe transportation of items 
in the garage.

Central control: Graphic display makes it 
easy to use and clearly legible.

The gas tank box is accessible from outside and positioned at a back-saving height for 
easy loading. Tanks can be removed separately and are mounted on a pull-out rack, 
depending on the floor plan.

State-of-the-art Kombiflex roof antenna 
(DAB-ready).

Thetford toilet cassette easily
accessible through the exterior door.

Practical skylight for improved
air circulation.

Fly-screen door integrated in the
body door.

Electrically adjustable and heated 
wing mirrors.

Awning light with separate 
motion sensor switch.

Easily accessible fuse box in the rear 
section of the motorhome.

High-quality manual rear supports
(except in the Selection product line).
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS
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Dometic Freshlight – roof-mounted 
air-conditioning system with skylight.

Convenient and practical pull-out
garage rack.

Alde hot-water heating system for the
cooler seasons.

Electrical ceramic glass hob with cleaning 
drain.

Robust sunshade awning by Dometic.

Truma Aventa – roof-mounted air-con-
ditioning system with sleep function for 
quieter cooling.

High-quality solar system 
generates free power.

Three-burner hob sunk into the work surface 
with handy glass cover. For a bigger
worktop.

Fully-automatic SAT antenna Oyster® 85 
Vision SKEW by ten Haaft®.

1700 SI-N power inverter by Büttner
Elektronik.

FRANKIA fresh-water system with 
separate tap for hygienically clean 
drinking water.

Additional seats can be ordered for all 
Plus floor plans.

Bake and grill to perfection in the integrated oven.

alphatronics LED TV with DVB-S2/T2/C tuner, DVD player and Bluetooth.



OPTIONAL EXTRAS

North-south kitchen counter and seating group in a generous, open interior.

Outdoor shower connection. Lockable outdoor gas connection. Mains water connection for direct 
supply to the plumbing system.

Two Heki 3 skylights arranged in a row for better lighting.

Fiamma Turbo-Vent roof hood with 
powerful twelve-volt motor.

Dometic Tec 29 generator to produce 
230-volt alternating current.

Gas bottle box with optional Duo-Control 
and Eis-Ex unit.

Cab door with electrically extending and
retracting step.

Alpine Dolby Surround speaker system for a unique audio experience.
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Grey mineral work surface in the kitchen.

Front section designed for particularly ample storage space instead of a drop-down bed.

Additional bed for the seating group (emergency bed)

Bicycle rack lift for two bicycles mounted 
on the rear wall.

Additional socket – e.g. in the rear garage.

The powerful three-burner gas hob accommodates several pots.

High-resolution dual-lens rear-view
camera by WAECO.

LED daytime running lights in the F-Line 
and Selection models.

Alpine Radio with 6.1“ touchscreen 
display and navigation, DVD/CD player, 
USB port, Bluetooth and much more.

Integrated gas tank.

Comfortable driver and passenger seats with integrated heating, 4-way lumbar 
support and lateral contour adjustment.
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FRANKIA SOLUTIONS
ATTENTION TO DETAIL

FRANKIA has epitomised a combination of perfect craftsmanship and innovative production 

methods since its inception 55 years ago. The company from the region of Upper Franconia 

exists to create innovative solutions. As early as 1995, the FRANKIA Mistral was launched as 

the first motorhome to have the unique double-floor technology that was suitable for the safe 

storage of surfboards.

Numerous patents and registered designs testify to the innovative spirit and expertise that 

persists to this day at our motorhome workshop. Customer requirements are always at the 

forefront because FRANKIA prioritises individuality! We are glad to implement special requests 

or build custom floor plans to let you create your personal dream motorhome.

The following pages present a selection of specialist FRANKIA solutions, for example the 

perfectly planned MaxiFlex kitchen. Find our how practical innovation can be!
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FRANKIA MAXIFLEX KITCHEN

Ample room – even for large pots and pans. (the number of burners may vary depending on the floor plan and the kitchen size).

The new FRANKIA MaxiFlex kitchen is the perfect blend of unique function and modern design. 

It features innovative details such as an extendible work surface, a large sink with draining rack 

and a perfectly integrated bin. Maximum living-space flexibility and a home-style kitchen for 

enjoyable cooking.

Ample storage space arranged for maximum usefulness.

The work surface can also be extended.

Large sink with pull-out tap.

The elegant spice rack is just one of the practical new 
kitchen details. 

"In our development of the new MaxiFlex 

kitchen, we consciously looked at the design 

from a customer's point of view. It was the only 

to way for to successfully blend design and 

function with numerous practical and 

attractive details. "

Marco Steinlein, 
Technology & Development Manager
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Easy to clean, ultra bright and with simple touch control: The sensor lamp with state-of-the-art LED technology runs across the entire 
width of the kitchen work surface. 

Drawer layout can be adjusted quickly, individually and above all easily. A bin is pre-installed in every kitchen – for example integrated in 
the work surface.

As luxurious as a home kitchen: the pull-out pantry cabinet. 
(depending on the floor plan)

The TecTower combines the functions of an oven and fridge. The comfortable working height allows you to see food in the oven and 
remove hot dishes easily and safely.
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LUXURIOUS NIGHTS
Rest easily and start the day in a relaxed frame of mind – this is FRANKIA's idea of a good night's 

sleep. Our standard features include cold-foam mattresses that are ventilated from below thanks to 

their slatted frames. They are also tested and certified free from harmful substances, simply to ensure 

that you enjoy a healthy and restful night's sleep. Choose between a wide range of bed solutions in 

numerous variants.

French bed with generous dimensions for restful sleep (FD floor plan).

At more than two metres in length, this bedroom features the longest beds in the FRANKIA programme. (BD floor plan)

A bed that adjusts to your needs: Optionally, a robust extension enables easy conversion of the single beds into one large bed 
in just a few simple steps. (GD floor plan)

The FRANKIA Guarantee

Th
e F

RANKIA Guarantee

Contaminant-free 

foam material
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A drop-down bed in a class of its own: The Duo bed is almost two metres long and miraculously spacious. You have the choice of 
whether you would rather sleep in an east-west or north-south position. (optionally available for many floor plans with drop-down 
beds).

The lift system lets you quickly convert the round seating 
group integrated in the FF2 floor plan into two single beds 
or one large bed.

The queen-size bed offers premium comfort, easy access and 
copious storage space in the wardrobes with mechanically 
extending clothes rails. (QD floor plan)

FRANKIA integrates a special drop-down bed with pull-out single 
beds and convenient access stairs in every PLUS floor plan.

A classic drop-down bed is included in almost all A-Class 
floor plans – naturally with electrical controls!

Space for restful sleep: FRANKIA coachbuilt beds are
comfortable north-south single beds with a generously 
roomy feel.

The separate single bed above the rear garage is ideal for a 
third traveller. (ED-G floor plan)
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FEEL-GOOD BATHROOMS

Elegant bathroom with modern counter top sink.

Our bathroom designs guarantee a feel-good atmosphere: The elegant finish is reminiscent of modern 

spa bathrooms and features practical details that are unprecedented for FRANKIA motorhomes. 

You'll be impressed by the high-quality bathroom fittings, well-planned shelving and the slightly arched 

bathroom door that creates more space in the smallest room.

The new sophisticated and functional bathroom provides ample 
storage space and practical solutions, such as the integrated bin.

See yourself from all sides in the mirrored cabinet with 
3D function.

The large sink with elegant taps blends style and function with 
high-quality workmanship.

Pure spa experience: shower in atmospheric light. 
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1.98 m 
Standing height

a b

a  Separate sink and shower areas    

c

b  Easy and quick to enlarge c  A spacious feel-good bathroom

WELL-PLANNED INTERIOR DESIGN
You'll be impressed by the intelligent FRANKIA interior design. The combination of large rooms and 

clever storage solutions are so perfectly coordinated that every journey will feel like a liberation!

Ample storage space for all your possessions.

Well-planned sight lines and a stylish lighting design 
turn every FRANKIA into an oasis of relaxation.

Huge storage space in the double floor, which can create storage 
space as wide extending the entire vehicle, depending on the floor 
plan. Naturally, the double-floor storage space is heated in all models.

Three steps to create a spacious bathroom: It takes just two steps to transform the separate sink and shower areas into one large 
bathroom area. 

One of the many FRANKIA patents is the lift-up sink that makes the best use of limited space.
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PRACTICAL TABLE MODELS
Tables in motorhomes must be flexible enough to meet all requirements. Therefore, FRANKIA has 

developed a wide range of table models: Options such as a height-adjustable column table base 

or a sliding table top give you maximum flexibility at all times of day and whatever you want to do.

Continuously adjustable height, 2-column table base: Table 
tops from 850 millimetres in size have an X-Y shift function.

Continuously adjustable height, 1-column table base: Table 
tops up to 800 millimetres long can be easily moved east-west 
or north-south.

Fixed, 1-column table base with swivelling table top and 
X-Y shift function.

Variable size and position: the unique, sliding table base with 
pull-out, extendible table top.
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DRIVER'S DOOR
The high-quality driver's door for A-Class FRANKIA motorhomes provides maximum convenience. The wide entrance, 

remote-control central locking and electric windows and leather armrests included as standard make every journey a delight. 

Optionally, the driver's door can be equipped with an additional electric step to make using the vehicle even more convenient.

FRANKIA motorhomes feature a high-quality driver's door with a wide entrance for maximum convenience.

A wider body door is now included in all FRANKIA models for significantly improved convenience from the first time you enter 

your new motorhome. The standard fly screen fitted to the door frame blends harmoniously with the door design. It is constructed 

without an obstructive bottom rail and will not get in the way when entering or leaving your motorhome. The remote-control triple 

locking system is a standard feature to provide maximum security.

All motorhomes are equipped with a solid door handle. Of course, the robust entrance handrail with genuine 
leather cover is a standard feature.

Flush hinges prevent clothing snagging on the vehicle.Wide body door with convenient triple locking system.
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FRANKIA REAR GARAGE
Perfectly planned storage space is a make-or-break factor when purchasing a motorhome. 

FRANKIA rear garages provide an optimum combination of size and layout options. 

The rear garage is accessible from two sides for easy loading
and unloading.

Optionally available: Pull-out rack for large quantities of
groceries or luggage.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
Technological development is advancing ever more quickly. This also creates further options for your FRANKIA 

motorhome: The new central control panel provides a wider range of functions. For instance, it displays battery 

charging levels more accurately and can be used to operate the optional DuoControl unit directly from the control 

panel. It is also a convenient way of operating the radio and your entertainment system.

The rear garage is optionally available with an interior height of up to 1.34 metres. It is easily accessible through the large rear 
door and provides an unprecedented amount of storage space: It is even roomy enough to store large bicycles and motor scooters.
They can even be securely fastened in place using the lashing eyelets included as standard features.

Easily accessible electrical distribution board located centrally in the rear garage – including a charger, fuses and residual current 
circuit breaker.

Integrated charger for optimum battery power.

The modern control panel is always located above the body door. 
All important functions can be operated clearly and easily from 
this single panel.
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FRESH-WATER SYSTEM
The FRANKIA fresh-water system enables you to enjoy hygienically clean and, most importantly, fresh drinking water. To this 

end, an optional 20-litre fresh-water tank is integrated in the double floor. It can be easily and quickly removed through an 

external door for cleaning and refilling. A second tap (installed on the left in the image) is provided to draw water from the 

auxiliary tank. A 150-litre tank with a separate, standard tap fitting is also provided for everyday domestic use.

FRANKIA also provides cleverly devised fresh-water systems. The tank has a 
capacity of 20 litres, is easy to clean and provides drinking water of the purest 
quality.

Practical: The 150-litre fresh-water tank is easy to 
fill using a watering can if no water connection is 
available.

SUPPLY AND WASTE DISPOSAL
The toilet cassette can be changed easily and cleanly via an outside flap. Depending on the floor plan, an 80-litre 

waste tank is optionally available for longer periods away from disposal facilities. The ideal location of the water and 

waste water tanks in the heated double floor offers frost protection down to -15°C.

The toilet cassette is easily accessible through an exterior flap 
leading in from outside. 

The patented FRANKIA central supply system makes 
draining used water and refilling the fresh-water tank 
easy and convenient.
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Thermo Guard Plus: Additional velour-covered aluminium panel 

for pleasant interior acoustics and an improved indoor climate. 

Thermo Guard Plus wall structure with ten years impermeability 

guarantee*

 

*on condition of an annual inspection

WALL AND FLOOR STRUCTURE
FRANKIA's innovative wall and floor structure has a name: Thermo Guard.

It ensures maximum stability and an ideal indoor climate. Wood-free construction and a glass

reinforced plastic (GRP) body shell make the Thermo Guard as well as the Thermo Guard Plus

structure very robust and extremely weather-resistant.

Thermo Guard: Walls 34 millimetres thick for maximum stability. 

Weather-proof and hail-proof GRP cladding. High-quality 

styrofoam material. 

DOUBLE FLOOR DESIGN
FRANKIA has always focused on perfection and individuality down to the tiniest detail. An individual heated double 

floor is designed specifically for each floor plan to ensure that the best possible use is made of the available stor-

age space. This also enhances the perfect insulation of your interior.

Frost-protected supply lines, GRP cladding on both sides, non-slip interior covering and ample storage space are just 
some of the benefits of the full length double floor that has been an integral feature of every FRANKIA for decades. 
Furthermore, in most of the F-Line and Selection series the double floor provides storage space extending the entire 
width of the vehicle.

Fresh-water and waste-water tanks are integrated in the 
double floor, which frees up even more living space and 
storage space inside.

Besides the fully heated double floor, the FRANKIA heated 
rear garage is another beneficial feature.10 Years

Impermeability

GUARANTEE
Original FRANKIA Quality
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FRANKIA PARTNERS
QUALITY PAYS

The FRANKIA motorhome workshop in Upper Franconia only cooperates with the best 

partners in the industry to ensure compliance with our own high quality standards. From 

chassis construction to air conditioning systems and specially developed technological 

solutions, all our partners are leaders in their respective fields.

This means that every FRANKIA motorhome is equipped not only with the expertise and top 

quality provided by true craftsmen, but also with a technical enthusiasm for each individual 

component. This passion and dedication can be seen in every detail!
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1   AGM power batteries

 ·  Total capacity: 240 Ah

 ·  High storage capacity

  to supply power when on the move

 ·  State-of-the-art technology

2   Battery computer

  Overview:

 ·  How much power is being drained 

  right now?

 ·  How much charge is left in the battery?

 ·  How long will the remaining battery 

  power last? and much more...

3   Battery control booster IUoU 20A

  with IUoU charging characteristic

 · For optimum charging of

  on-board batteries even during short trips

 ·  Charges 100% when driving

 · 20-A additional mains power

 · Optimises maintenance charging

 · Prevents detrimental battery sulfation

1

2

3

4

DAS POWER PLUS PAKET VON BÜTTNER-ELEKTRONIK

1   AGM-Power-Batterien

 ·  Gesamtkapazität: 240 Ah

 ·  Hohe Speicherkapazität

  für die Versorgung unterwegs

 ·  Neuester Stand der Technik

2   Batterie-Computer

  Alles auf einen Blick:

 ·  wie viel Strom wird gerade verbraucht ?

 ·  was ist noch in der Batterie ?

 ·  wie lange reicht der Strom noch ?

  und vieles mehr...

3   Batterie-Control-Booster IUoU 20A

  mit IUoU Ladekennlinie

 ·  für die optimale Ladung der Bordbatterien

  auch bei kurzen Strecken

 ·  100%-Ladung während der Fahrt

 · 20 A Zusatz-Power aus dem Stromnetz

 · Optimiert die Langzeitladung

 · Schutz vor schädlicher Batterie-Sulfatierung

INNOVATIVE TECHNIK
       OHNE KOMPROMISSE

1

2 3
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2016
B E S T E
MARKEN

2. PLATZ
Büttner Elektronik
Stromerzeuger

2016
B E S T E
MARKEN

1. PLATZ
Büttner Elektronik
Solaranlagen

Experienced motorhome drivers know: Dependable on-board technology is vital when on the 

road. And to ensure everything works smoothly, the individual components must be perfectly 

coordinated. Carefree travel with reliable technology made in Germany – guaranteed by the 

POWER PLUS PACKAGE from BÜTTNER-ELEKTRONIK.

THE BÜTTNER POWER PACKAGE

Thanks to the innovative lightweight construction technology, the AL-KO chassis 

saves a significant amount of weight without compromising the excellent stability 

of the frame structure. This is a cause for celebration – the weight that our 

engineers save on the chassis means extra payload for you to take along!

AL-KO

 Lower chassis tare weight means considerably higher payload

 Custom floor plan layouts

 Full double-floor construction with low overall vehicle height

 Optimised roll stability and improved driving safety

 Independent suspension for car-like suspension comfort

 Optional full air suspension (rear axle or a combination of front and rear axle)

 Hot-dip galvanised frame components for unbeatable corrosion protection

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
NO COMPROMISES

4   High-performance solar system

  Two modules, each with 100 Wp, 

  Total output: 200 Wp

 · Multicell technology with 72 cells

 · High power even in poor

  weather conditions

 · Includes monitoring instrument 

  mounted in interior

OPTIONAL

5   MT 1700 SI-N power inverter

 ·  Pure sine wave for unlimited operation

 · Easily operates 230-V household appliances up to 1700 watts, wherever you are

 · Integrated mains priority circuit

 · Automatic battery disconnect switch triggered if the battery is below voltage or no appliances are connected
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Mehr Komfort für unterwegs

9

1

2

4

3

6

7

8

10

5

TRUMA INET SYSTEM

Use the Truma iNet system to control everything from the palm of your hand.

It comes with an app to enable remote management of the Truma heating and 

air-conditioning system, wherever you are and at any time. Explore the future 

of caravanning with the Truma iNet System!

 Get going with the Truma iNet Box and Truma app

 Control Truma appliances conveniently from your smartphone or tablet

 SMS and Bluetooth remote control

 Automatic climate control for the perfect feel-good temperature

 Status and alarm messages for full monitoring

 Future-proof thanks to update function

There is nothing better than hot water heating systems. They quietly generate 

consistent warmth throughout your motorhome. Hot water heating systems get 

on with producing top-quality heating without being noticed. Alde hot-water 

heating systems ensure optimum heat distribution in your FRANKIA motorhome.

ALDE HOT WATER HEATING SYSTEM

1  Convector heaters and panel radiators 

2  Compact 3020

3  Frost-protection valve

4  Hot water/boiler

5  Control panel

6  Heated towel rail

7  Underfloor heating (optional)

8  Radiator booster and fan (optional)

9  Heated seats

10  Heat exchanger

11  Compact 3020 

Does not correspond to current FRANKIA series in detail.
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ALPHATRONICS SL LINE

alphatronics is the market leader in the mobile TV field.

All TVs are manufactured at their Nuremberg site.

alphatronics SL line. The new definition of mobile TV stands 

for limitless TV entertainment. It is fully and ideally equipped 

with the new alphatronics triple tuner (DVB-S/S2, DVB-T/T2, 

DVB-C with CI+ for pay TV) for high-resolution TV (HDTV) and a 

DVD player.

The SL line includes the innovative alphatronicsView screen 

- the LED display technology of the future. It is an innovative 

wide-angle screen that can be viewed from any position without 

distorting the TV image. It produces fantastic image quality at 

astonishingly low power consumption. 

The integrated Bluetooth module can be used to connect 

Bluetooth-capable devices directly to the TV.

Oyster® 85 Vision SKEW. Enjoy the top-class multitude of channels transmitted by the Oyster® 85 Vision SKEW with the greatest 

convenience and at the touch of a button. A huge reception range, razor-sharp images and digital satellite search functions allow 

you to receive numerous German channels in high quality whether you are, even on the Canary Islands or in Greece.

Furthermore, the SKEW function optimises reception in holiday destinations on the southwest and southeast periphery of Europe.

OYSTER®

The ten Haaft company has developed and produced mobile satellite systems

for use in motorhomes for over 25 years. 
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The most attractive way to travel. Say yes to new adventures and carefree

holidays with Ducato and the exclusive Fiat Services.

FIAT DUCATO

Using the Fiat Ducato as a motorhome base provides out-

standing levels of technology, comfort and quality.

 More technology. Four engines with best-in-class fuel 

 efficiency ratings, new brake systems  

 and new driver assistance systems.

 More comfort. New Captain Chair comfort seats  

 in the cab and automatic COMFORT-MATIC 

 gearbox for your most relaxed drive yet.

 More quality. Exclusive Fiat Services for motorhome owners 

 are your companions wherever your journey goes.

More than ten million fridges produced – one of which is certainly in your FRANKIA 

motorhome: Choose between Dometic 8-series fridges with removable freezer 

compartments, a two-door Dometic RMD or the top model, the Dometic RMDT 

fridge/oven combination (TecTower).

DOMETIC

There are other Dometic devices in your FRANKIA as well: Awnings, windows, doors, lighting and rear-view cameras are just a 

few of the many products that contribute towards the comfort and convenience of your journey. Enjoy the most beautiful time of 

year with FRANKIA and Dometic.
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IN A FRANKIA, YOU ALWAYS 
CARRY A PIECE OF HOME, 
WHEREVER YOU GO.

1  Integrated headrest

2  Seatbelt height adjustment 60 mm

3  Accurate backrest adjustment

4  Height adjustment 120 mm

5  Tilt adjustment 16°

6  Horizontal adjustment 230 mm

7  Seat cushion height adjustment 80 mm

8  Seat cushion in line with the latest ergonomic research

SKA SEATS – PERFECTION AND SAFETY COMBINED

Arrive relaxed thanks to SKA seats. Choosing a SKA seat means choosing safety,

comfort and the best drive of your life.
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Individuality is what makes FRANKIA so strong:
We would be glad to consider your personal wishes on request.
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